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Lipid layers as functional dielectric layers in ISFET sensors:
from molecular organization to physical properties
Field Effect Transistor sensors (ISFET) are integrated devices allowing for ion detection in solution. In
these devices the sensing component is a thin dielectric layer playing a role both for the chemical
recognition and its electrical transduction. Our group has recently developed a new concept of FET
sensors involving lipid monolayers as dielectric layer.
Lipids exhibit remarkable natural properties that make them very attractive for the realization of
functional thin layers:
1- they self-assemble into mono- or bi- layers and can be used as ultra-thin layers of nm thickness to
functionalize a broad range of solid surfaces , 2- Within the layers, lipids have a lateral mobility which
can be thermally controlled allowing for tuning the layer structure/molecular organization, 3- The polar
head groups can be used as anchoring sites to attach functional entities and build up molecular
architectures with tailored chemical properties, and 4- Lipid layers are very good electrical insulators and
constitute natural barriers to both ion and electron transport which make them good candidate as
dielectric layer.
In recent works, we have shown that the mechanical and chemical stability of lipid layers as well as their
dielectric performances can be improved by changing the molecular structure of the lipids and by
achieving intra-chain reticulations within the layer, and that surprisingly both these properties are
correlated. However, how mechanical and dielectric properties correlate and how they are related to the
molecular organization of the lipids within the layer remain open issues. Understanding the
structure/properties relationships of supported lipid layers is an important issue with respect to the
optimization of ISFET sensors and the improvement of their performances.
In this thesis PhD project, we propose to investigate how the structural properties (the lipid structure,
their surface density, the reticulation degree,…) of lipid layers influence/affect their mechanical and
dielectric properties. The chemical composition of the supported lipid layers and the changes induce at

molecular level by the reticulation process will be studied by highly sensitive FTIR Spectroscopy
(collaboration with Catherine de Villeneuve, LPMC, Ecole Polytechnique Palaiseau). The chemical
characterizations will be completed by structural characterizations using Grazing Incidence X-ray
Scattering (GIXS) at SOLEIL Synchrotron) to get insights on the 2D molecular organization within the
layers. The layers morphology and their mechanical robustness will be investigated by Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM) using indentation methods to assess the force required to disrupt the layer. Electrical
measurements will be performed to characterize the dielectric properties (leakage current, dielectric
strength and layer capacitance).
This project will be conducted in strong collaboration with Catherine de Villeneuve of the Physique de la
Matière Condensée Laboratory (PMC) in Palaiseau, who has strong experience in surface
functionalization by monolayer grafting and surface characterization by FTIR spectroscopy. The
candidate will spend some time in LPMC to carry out ATR/FTIR measurements. The candidate will also
experience X-Ray measurements using synchrotron facilities at SOLEIL.
The candidate shall be a physicist or physico-chemist, with skills in material sciences.
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